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“A painting used to hang in the ante-room of former 
President Kwame Nkrumah. The painting was enormous, 
and the main feature was of Nkrumah himself, fighting, 
wrestling, with the last chains of colonialism. The chains are 
yielding, there is thunder and lightning in the air, the earth is 
shaking. Out of all this, three small figures are fleeing, white 
men, pallid. 

One of them is the capitalist, he carries a briefcase. 
Another is a priest or missionary, he carries the Bible. 
The third, a lesser figure, carries a book entitled ‘African 
Political Systems’: he is the anthropologist.” 

Johan Galtung (1967) 
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Aka
Also the Photographer!

(The realization that I am BOTH!!)



“The term ‘research’ is inextricably linked to European 

imperialism and colonialism. The word itself, ‘research’, is 

probably one of the dirtiest words in the indigenous 

world’s vocabulary.” 

Linda Tuhiwai Smith, 2006: 1
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“To acquiesce is to lose ourselves entirely and 
implicitly agree with all that has been said about us. 

To resist is to retrench in the margins, retrieve what we 
were and remake ourselves. 

The past, our stories local and global, the present, our 
communities, cultures, languages and social practices –
all may be spaces of marginalization, but they have 
also become spaces of resistance and hope.”

Linda Tuhiwai Smith
Decolonizing Methodologies
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Chapter 1 - Front Door / Hallway sign



WELCOME

When you come here

What you see here

What you hear here

What we do here

What we say here

When you leave here

Let it stay here.
Barbados



The enthusiastic singular message of the “Welcome” sign, is 

immediately cautioned with the more reluctant sentiments 

contained in the poem, which is hung directly beneath, tied with 

the same string. In smaller letters the name ‘Barbados’ lies 

underneath the poem, yet we know that the repeated ‘here’ of 

the poem is not speaking about Barbados. We understand the 

country name speaks the accepted language of a souvenir, 

communicating the place of purchase (Lasusa, 2007: 274). 

The repeated ‘here’ of the poem is (of course) referring to the 

place where your feet are planted when you are standing there 

reading the sign in real life – this house. If we are still under 

any illusion where the ‘here’ is referring to, the wooden plaque 

that the poem is printed onto is in the shape of a house. The 

collective messaging of these signs is;

“You are welcome here....but....”



“Do.Not.Bring.The.PoliceTo.My.Front.Door!”

Mum







I think back to my mum’s warning about not bringing police 

(aka trouble) to the front door. I wonder if the mothers in 

West Africa before colonialism told that to their children 

when they went out to play. Strangers came to the village 

doors bearing gifts, and as hospitable African people were, 

they were invited in. 

In the modern world, with scammers looking for any 

opportunity to gain access to your home, bank account, 

email account, social media passwords...the list is endless.

There are lessons to be learned about who to let in the 

front door, (and in 2020, in the era of Covid19 pandemic 

when many were confined to their homes, that worry took 

on an added meaning). 

Maybe more cautionary lines need to be added to the witty 

poem in our hallway.



Chapter 2 (Living Room) – Photo wall





All the handiwork of my mum, it is in-keeping with the 

domestic aesthetic. The display of photos themselves –

not the content of the images - speaks volumes about the 

limitations in how we perceive identity in relation to our 

personal pursuits and achievements. I asked my mum to 

list all the roles she played in society and the family 

sphere, the list included – nurse, wife, mother, 

grandmother, committee member, Christian.... and at no 

time did she say photographer, curator or archivist, yet 

growing up she operated in all those roles. 

She was the photographer of our house, I do not recall 

ever seeing dad hold a camera. Mum is the custodian of 

the family photo archive, compiler and keeper of the 

family albums, and responsible for their ‘public’ display in 

the home.
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CHAPTER 8 (Front Room) – Souvenirs and Ornaments



Denkyem



Sankofa





CHAPTER 4 (Living Room) – Sewing Machine





The gendered dynamics underpinning lots of the 
conversation and representations around the sewing 
machine are clear to see, and it is (unfortunately) far 
from a revelation that the association with sewing, and 
also the burden of household chores, is often pointed 
towards the female members of the house. 

Even though in my interviews and discussions about 
this topic there was talk of male tailors, (more of which 
below), the female voice and connection with the 
sewing machine, as seamstresses or machinists, is 
strong, and tailors, who were all men, felt like a 
slightly separate special entity. 

Within the family unit, the expectation of using sewing 
machines was more placed on girls, and it was often 
used for functional needs within the immediate 
household…



Lubaina Himid, 

Six Tailors (2019)



In celebrated artist Lubaina Himid’s 2019 
painting ‘Six Tailors’, we see five Black men 
sat around a table covered with pieces of 
material and sewing implements, and one 
man walking behind with possibly trouser 
material over his shoulder. 

Three of the seated men appear to be 
looking at the man on the far left, who is 
monochrome and less defined than the 
others, possibly dishevelled, more of a 
shadow of man, possibly lost in his own 
thoughts. 

Maybe the other five are making him a new 
a new outfit, or alternatively maybe he is the 
elder teacher passing on his skills to the 
younger generation 



“They’re all trying quite hard not to be the 

most dominant man in the room. They’re 

making something together, working quite 

hard on the moment, perhaps creating their 

way out of trauma. I do like their cotton 

reels… The idea was to get that many men 

in a space and have them not planning, 

exactly, but being and thinking.” 

(Himid & Higgins, 2021) 






